


The secret life of music.

That sounds like a bunch of hocus 
pocus at first, but in fact music does 
have a secret life, an inner world of 
strange affinities and complicated 
alliances. A piece of music might come 
alive on a concert program if paired 
with just the right other music; and, 
conversely, be rendered ineffective 
and static by another pairing. Or, there 
might be two equally accurate and 
ardent performances, one of which 
sounds sublime, and the other not 
quite right. And the thing is, you never 
really know whether the chemistry 
will be right until the moment of 
performance. That’s why it’s a secret 
life. 

Every attempt to create a lively 
program or each foray into the 
complexities of interpretation unveils 
something, shows us some aspect 
of the secret. In a personal example, 
I never really resonated with the 
music of Anton Bruckner. It was 
too ponderous for me, lacking the 
whimsy of Mahler or the melancholy 
of early Schoenberg. To the Bruckner 
cognoscenti now howling in disbelief, 

Message from the Artistic Director

let me observe how stingy music can 
be when it comes to revealing its 
secrets. Some people are on inside 
of Bruckner; I wasn’t. Until, that is, I 
heard it alongside the music of Philip 
Glass. And then it came alive! It was 
something about how, with both 
composers, all of that surface tension 
revealed the slower music below.

The uncertainties of musical chemistry 
are rendered even more obscure in 
newer music.
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Take tonight’s concert for example.  
I started by wanting to hear—
and wanting you to hear—Anna 
Thorvaldsdottir’s magical In the Light 
of Air. I was often in the studios of the 
International Contemporary Ensemble 
in New York while Anna was work-
shopping this piece, and hearing her 
expansive sonic landscapes come 
alive with light and color was simply 
extraordinary. I knew her well when 
she was a student at the University of 
California, San Diego, so this was not 
surprising. Though, as the recipient 
last year of the Kravis Emerging 
Composer Award from the New York 
Philharmonic, she has left her student 
days far behind. 

We will present In the Light of Air 
tonight with a lighting plan of our 
design, inspired by her original ideas 
but suited specially to the Taube 
Theatre. The translucency of her 
language—imagine her music as a 
sonic representation of the Northern 
Lights as seen from the inside—when 
combined with a subtly undulating 
lighting design, will be other-worldly.  

Though at the time of this writing, I 
can only imagine that.

Anna’s piece, as point of departure, 
implied two trajectories of musical 
imagination that helped me 
understand the rest of the program.  
One trajectory led towards light 
and to the way one might visualize 
music. The other led to a world of 
liminal sounds—ones that are gauzy 
and insubstantial, sometimes even 
degraded through performance 
techniques that rub against the grain 
of traditional playing.   

Following the first path, towards 
light, I discovered Joseph Pereira’s 
Glimpse, a new work receiving its first 
performance tonight. My friendship 
with Joe is rooted, at least to some 
extent, in the fact that he is a truly 
extraordinary percussionist. When 
a composer is also one of the best 
timpanists in the world and currently 
the principal timpanist of the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic, you might 
expect a rat-a-tat resumé of percussion 
sounds. You will be disappointed.  
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Instead Pereira leans on his sensitivity 
to color and sonic nuance to fashion a 
work that seems at times fleeting and 
inconcrete, a set of tableaux that often 
seem just out of our grasp. 

The music of Ken Ueno lies along 
the other trajectory, the one towards 
inventive, perhaps even disturbing 
colors produced by unconventional 
performance techniques. The 
centerpiece is an oboe with an 
amplified snare drum resonator, what 
Ken calls a “hacked” instrument.  
Think of the infiltration and short-
circuiting by a computer hacker as the 
inspiration here. Ueno gilds his sound 
world with a halo of slightly de-tuned 
notes and special effects. And in 
truly Ueno-esque fashion, the rest of 
the orchestration consists of pairs of 
instruments that give the illusion of 
compatibility, but whose true function 
is to rub slightly against one another.    
The result is a heat map of contended 
interactions. Extraordinary, or so I 
imagine!

We’ll place these three works together 
and hope that their secret lives will 
illuminate and magnify each other. The 

first half of the program with Pereira 
and Ueno will launch the separate 
lines of light and color respectively, 
and if we have judged well, they 
will find unity and a new home in 
Thorvaldsdottir. Music of superlative 
beauty by Toru Takemitsu acts as both 
catalyst and confidant, and is heard 
tonight in his Toward the Sea for guitar 
and alto flute. 

Of course some secrets are juicier than 
others. The trick, I think, is to find a 
reason for them to interact, to speak 
to each other across the boundaries 
of the pieces that contain them. You 
need points of contact—here I am 
hoping that three composers with 
important experiences in California, 
but with roots elsewhere—might do 
the trick. But you also need the frission 
of surprise. Everybody telling the 
same secrets is a golf foursome, not 
a concert. So what will we experience 
as we eavesdrop on these three 
extraordinary works in conversation 
with each other? It’s time to stop 
imagining, and start listening.

Steven Schick
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Hrabba Altadottir, violin
Jeff Anderle, clarinet
Tod Brody, flute
Kyle Bruckmann, oboe
Kate Campbell, piano
Susan Freier, violin
Chris Froh, percussion
Karen Gottlieb, harp
Stephen Harrison, cello
Graeme Jennings, violin
Peter Josheff, clarinet
Bill Kalinkos, clarinet
Adam Luftman, trumpet
Loren Mach, percussion
Roy Malan, violin
Sarah Rathke, oboe
Nanci Severance, viola
David Tanenbaum, guitar
Peter Wahrhaftig, tuba
William Winant, percussion
Nick Woodbury, percussion
Richard Worn, contrabass

The Players
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2016-17 Season Summary
Artistic Director, Steven Schick

On Stage Series
In our On Stage Series we bring to the stage some of the most 
influential national and international contemporary classical 
composers of the 20th and 21st centuries

Sat, Oct 8, 2016
Works by Ken Ueno, Toru Takemitsu, Joe Pereira, Anna Thorvaldsdottir
Taube Atrium Theater 401 Van Ness Ave, San Francisco, CA 94102 
4:00-4:30 pm Open Dress Rehearsal of Sawdust on Ararat by Ken Ueno
4:30-5:30 pm Composer Talk, “How Music is Made” with composers Ken Ueno 
and Joe Pereira
6:30 pm Pre-concert discussion
7:30 pm Concert

Fri, Feb 17, 2017
Works by Igor Stravinsky and Peter Evans
Herbst Theatre 401 Van Ness Ave, San Francisco, CA 94102
4:00-4:30 pm Open Dress Rehearsal of Stravinksy Interpolations with SFCMP 
and improvisor, trumpeter Peter Evans
4:30-5:30 pm Composer Talk, “How Music is Made” with Peter Evans
6:30 pm Pre-concert discussion
7:30 pm Concert

In the Laboratory Series
In our In the Lab Series you will experience large-scale 
contemporary classical works that have pushed the boundaries 
of the concert experience through experimentation and 
exploration
 
Fri, Jan 20, 2017
Works by Richard Festinger, Michael Pisaro, Kate Soper, Gyorgy Ligeti
San Francisco Conservatory of Music Concert Hall, 50 Oak St, San Francisco, 
CA 94102
4:00-4:30 pm Open Dress Rehearsal of new piece by Richard Festinger
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4:30-5:30 pm Composer Talk, “How Music is Made” with composers Kate 
Soper and Richard Festinger
6:30 pm Pre-concert discussion
7:30 pm Concert

At the Crossroads Series
In our At the Crossroads Series you will discover the music of 
iconic contemporary classical composers performed alongside 
cutting-edge emerging composers from California and 
beyond

Fri and Sat, Apr 21 and 22, 2017
Lou Harrison: A Centenary Celebration
Z Space, 450 Florida St, San Francisco, CA 94110
Works by Lou Harrison, Jimmy Lopez, Natacha Diels, 
Gity Rizaz, Annie Gosfield and 3 SF Search Winners
The weekend festivities include a  Friday night film screening, 3 Saturday 
concerts and composer talks, “How Music is Made” with composers Jimmy 
Lopez and Natacha Diels.

In the Community Series
Each year, SFCMP holds several community events that 
encourage the exploration of classical contemporary music in 
a festive atmosphere 

Sat, Dec 10, 2016  
SFCMP presents Phil Kline’s “Unsilent Night”

Sat, Mar 25, 2017  
“Sound and Wine” Celebrate with SFCMP
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Become a Season Subscriber! 

On sale now at the box office 
or purchase online at SFCMP.ORG

$170 general, $85 student

Subscribers Receive:

Subscriptions include all concerts and community events

Plus
– 15% discount on single tickets and ticket fees waived

– 2 guest passes to SFCMP’s spring event “Sound and Wine”
– VIP invitation to “How Music is Made” professional composer

talks and SFCMP dress rehearsals
– Observer pass to master classes by Artistic Director and SFCMP Players

Buy Tickets at SFCMP.org
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Venue: Taube Atrium Theater, 401 Van Ness Ave, San Francisco, CA 94102
4:00 – 4:30 pm Open Dress Rehearsal of Sawdust on Ararat by Ken Ueno
4:30 – 5:30 pm Composer Talk with Ken Ueno and Joe Pereira 
6:30 pm Pre-concert discussion
7:30 pm Concert

Joe Pereira
Glimpse (2015) *world premiere
Tod Brody, alto flute; Peter Josheff, bass clarinet; Kate Campbell, piano; Susan 
Freier, violin; Stephen Harrison, cello
~17 minutes

Toru Takemitsu
Toward the Sea (1981)
Tod Brody, alto flute; David Tanenbaum, guitar
~12 minutes

Ken Ueno
Sawdust on Ararat (2016) *west coast premiere
Tod Brody, flute; Claire Brazeau, oboe; Bill Kalinkos, clarinet; Nick Woodbury & 
Loren Mach, percussion; Thalia Moore & Crystal Pascucci, cellos
~20 minutes

intermission

Anna Thorvaldsdottir
In the Light of Air (2013)
Kate Campbell, piano; Karen Gottlieb, harp; Nick Woodbury, percussion; Susan 
Freier, viola; Stephen Harrison, cello
~40 minutes

Saturday, October 8, 2016

You’re Invited! 
After Party

We invite you to join us after the concert in the lobby 
for post-concert drinks and socializing
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Ken Ueno spends a lot of time 
contemplating big swaths of 
culture—film, architecture, sociology, 
food, literature, and so forth—and 
relating these human endeavors to 
the language of music, with varying 
degrees of translation and abstraction. 
His unique harmonic language 
and meticulous notation are in the 
service of creating music suggesting 
natural, organic inception and growth, 
perceptible in spite of the sometimes-
otherworldly, rarified nature of his 
sonic worlds. His experience as a 
performer (usually as an extended-
techniques vocalist) is central to his 
work as a composer. Ueno holds a 
doctorate from Harvard University and 
is on the faculty of UC Berkeley.

Ueno actively seeks performers 
willing to risk as much in their playing 
as he does in composing. Many of 
his compositions were inspired by 
the musical and life experiences of 
particular performers, the purest case 
in point being himself-as-soloist in 
his On a Sufficient Condition for the 
Existence of Most Specific Hypothesis. 
The requirements of the solo role are 

Notes by Robert Kirzinger
so particular to the composer’s own 
voice as to defy any possibility of 
performance by another: he makes a 
risky virtue out of inhabiting a new-
music landscape where the rarity 
of a new work entering a common 
repertoire is vanishingly small. 
Ueno’s Zetsu, premiered in 2015 by 
the San Francisco Contemporary 
Music Players, drew on his longtime 
friendship with the Boston-based 
violinist Gabriela Diaz as well as the 
specific capabilities of the SFCMP. His 
chamber opera Gallo, written for the 
uniquely configured Guerilla Opera, 
is set to Ueno’s own libretto touching 
on the Fukishima disaster, modern 
consumerism, Baroque castrati singers, 
and the 1755 earthquake and tidal 
wave that nearly destroyed Lisbon. 
Earlier this year saw the premiere his 
Future Lilacs, written for the combined 
forces of the Prism saxophone quartet 
and the Partch Ensemble, which 
employs instruments invented by Harry 
Partch. Ueno himself has delved into 
instrument making and modification 
and has, in collaboration with expert 
performers, found new capabilities for 
standard instruments.
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Ken Ueno wrote Sawdust on Ararat 
on a commission from Alia Musica 
Pittsburgh, which premiered the piece 
during their Pittsburgh Festival of 
New Music on May 26, 2016. Sawdust 
on Ararat is a pocket oboe concerto 
cast in a single movement. The piece 
opens extremely subtly with almost 
inaudible—but visible—ensemble 
actions, which gradually become more 
concrete and perceptible as sound. 
The pitch B emerges as the tonal 
focus from which increasingly complex 
harmonies grow, enriched by non-
pitched, noise-based sounds: breath 
sounds in clarinet and flute, lateral 
bowing and pitchless pizzicato in the 
cellos, and unpitched percussion. 
Articulated rhythms also clarify the 
texture. The pitched instruments—
the solo oboe and its ensemble 
counterpoint—engage in intricate 
virtuosic passages that flit away 
from, then return to relative repose. 
Percussion is an almost ritualistic 
presence, with an absurdist element 
in the presence of a squeaky bird toy. 
Ueno later complicates the already 
rich solo oboe part via a snare drum, 
using the snare as a kind of acoustic 

distortion pedal, a version of what he 
calls “hacking.” The composer writes, 
“A hacked instrument at once retains 
the history of the instrument as well 
as the distorted potential of a new, 
undiscovered territory. Destruction 
myths are also creation myths. In this 
piece, the oboe augmented by a snare 
drum as a resonator is the featured 
‘hacked’ instrument. Towards the 
end of the piece, the percussionists 
saw planks of wood, poetically and 
literally conveying the manifoldness of 
destruction and creation.” Associations 
with the sound of the sawing of 
wood color the closing moments with 
the melancholy of nostalgia. As for 
the title, Ueno both illuminates and 
obscures its meaning, writing, “When 
we were done laughing at our own 
follies, and the last ones came, bearing 
plastic birds in each hand, it snowed 
sawdust on Mt. Ararat.” 

Although Toru Takemitsu was 
essentially self-taught, his influences 
included traditional Western music as 
he encountered it as a teenager during 
World War II, particularly the music 
of Debussy; and, later, traditional 
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Japanese music. In the postwar years, 
friendship with Joji Yuasa and Toshi 
Ichiyanagi expanded his awareness 
of contemporary Western music. His 
12-tone oriented Requiem for Strings, 
heralded by Stravinsky, brought 
his work to the attention of a wider 
audience in the late 1950s. In the 
1960s, Takemitsu’s encounter with the 
music of John Cage and, ironically 
also through Cage, a newly awakened 
interest in Japanese traditional music 
enriched his language enormously. 
He explored process, chance, and 
performer freedom as facets of a 
holistic and inclusive compositional 
philosophy. Takemitsu had a delightful 
sense of humor and was tirelessly 
inquisitive about literature and visual 
art. Most of his evocatively titled works 
were inspired by some environmental, 
artistic, or literary stimulus.

Takemitsu composed music for nearly 
100 films, including such classics as 
Kurosawa’s Ran and Teshigahara’s 
Woman in the Dunes. There was no 
artificial boundary between his film 
and concert works, and he freely 
transferred ideas from one medium 

to the other. He wrote for many of the 
best American orchestras, including 
Dorian Horizon and A Flock Descends 
on the Pentagonal Garden for the San 
Francisco Symphony; From Me Flows 
What You Call Time for the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra and NEXUS 
Percussion Ensemble, commissioned 
by Carnegie Hall; and November 
Steps for the New York Philharmonic, 
among many others. His work remains 
the most frequently performed of any 
Japanese composer.

Takemitsu’s Toward the Sea, for alto flute 
and guitar, was reworked as Toward the 
Sea II for alto flute, harp, and strings and 
Toward the Sea III for alto flute and harp. 
The original was a result of his friendship 
with the eminent Canadian flutist Robert 
Aitken, who gave the first performance 
with guitarist Leo Brouwer in 1981. 
Toward the Sea features a three-note 
motif that occurred frequently in his 
later music, E-flat, E, A—in German 
Es-E-A, which by retranslation spells 
SEA in English (Takemitsu enjoyed such 
punning cross-references). This first 
appeared in his Far Calls, Coming Far! 
for violin and orchestra in 1980. The 
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little pitch collection was key to what the 
composer later referred to as his “sea of 
tonality” approach.

Toward the Sea’s score quotes 
Melville’s Moby Dick: “Let the most 
absent-minded of men be plunged 
in his deepest reveries…and he will 
infallibly lead you to water…. Yes, 
as everyone knows, meditation and 
water are wedded together.” The 
three movements are “The Night,” 
“Moby Dick,” and “Cape Cod.” The 
instruments’ gestures float free of strict 
meter, flexible in their interrelationship. 
The alto flute’s melodic contours and 
shifting timbres deliberately evoke the 
shakuhachi. “The Night,” is rhapsodic, 
even romantic, its basic melodic 
fragment a rising chromatic figure 
with a leap, related to the “sea” motif. 
That sea motif is stated explicitly in the 
flute’s entrance in “Moby Dick,” whose 
mood is a little less meditative, with an 
occasional edgy anxiety. “Cape Cod,” 
beginning with jazz-tinged chords in the 
guitar, is almost song-like in its simplicity, 
particularly in the alto flute’s varied 
repetition of its main melodic phrase 
with its altered articulations. 

Born on Long Island, Joseph Pereira 
is a percussionist performing at the 
highest level, having been appointed 
principal timpanist of the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic by Esa-Pekka Salonen 
in 2007. He joined the New York 
Philharmonic percussion section at age 
twenty-three; he was also a member 
of the New York Percussion Quartet 
and was briefly with the New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra. He received his 
master’s degree in performance from 
the Juilliard School and undergraduate 
degrees in percussion performance 
and composition/theory from Boston 
University. He had piano lessons as a 
child before moving on to percussion, 
and later joined the New York Youth 
Symphony Orchestra. A committed 
and imaginative educator, Pereira was 
deeply involved with the New York 
Philharmonic’s Very Young People’s 
Concerts and has developed a series 
of demo videos for JG Percussion. 
He served for fifteen years on the 
percussion faculty of the Juilliard 
School, and he currently directs the 
percussion studio at USC’s Thornton 
School of Music.
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Along with his years of focusing 
professionally on his performance 
career, Pereira continued to compose, 
finding enthusiastic support among 
his musician colleagues. His Quintet 
for Winds was premiered by New 
York Philharmonic colleagues on the 
orchestra’s chamber music series at 
Merkin Hall in 2005; the following 
year his first orchestral work, Mask 
was selected for a reading by the 
American Composers Orchestra. 
Although he has written for a range 
of media, including the solo piano 
work Five Baroque Settings from the 
Norton Simon Museum, commissioned 
by Piano Spheres for pianist Vicki 
Ray; works for solo cello and solo 
violin; and chamber music of various 
configurations, music involving 
solo and ensemble percussion not 
surprisingly makes up nearly half of his 
catalog. Among other works, the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic commissioned 
one of his largest, the 25-minute 
Concerto for Percussion and Chamber 
Orchestra, which was premiered by 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic New 
Music Group in May 2012 with soloist 
Colin Currie. His Repoussé and Mallet 

Quartet were recorded by the Los 
Angeles Percussion Quartet.

Glimpse, composed in 2015 and 
receiving its premiere this evening, 
is one of only a couple of works by 
the composer not to include any 
designated percussion instruments, 
although player is asked to make 
percussive sounds. As a percussionist, 
Pereira has an experienced ear 
for the subtleties of individual and 
mixed timbres. The score is prefaced 
by a brief poem by the composer 
from which the titles of the eight 
movements (marked here in bold) are 
taken:

“on the images that cannot be seen
     …for an instant…compact   brief

Through the veil—
     movement derived from the Muse

Mystical and sacred
     hybrid figures embrace

every effort to grasp,
     the arrival still forthcoming…
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—inseparable from its own being
     insight into the past

this time
     and in this place

….. memory transforms
     thoughts erased

These phrases correspond to the 
varied characters of the successive 
movements. Glimpse is a true and 
integrated ensemble work, instruments 
combining in complex aggregate 
colors and textures, although at 
times individual instruments are 
foregrounded, or the ensemble is 
stratified into smaller groups. In the 
first movement, pianissimo dynamics 
prevail, with the bass clarinet’s activity 
and clarity of gesture rising above 
the ensemble’s blurred and sustained 
sheen. The second movement is 
gossamer, with no sharply etched 
events. In the third, alto flute with bass 
clarinet essentially form one paired 
voice, violin and cello another, with 
the piano, strings muted, a tentatively 
pulsing percussion instrument. The 
piano’s “lopsided” and harmonically 

fuzzy rocking provides a consistent 
presence in “Mystical and sacred,” 
which is followed by the frenetic and 
intense “the arrival still forthcoming.” 
The transparent “—inseparable from 
its own being” is virtually an illustration 
of silence itself, excepting a moment 
or two. “this time and in this place” 
is a loose, flexible net of overlapping 
pulses at different tempos, ultimately 
eroding. The final movement, 
“thoughts erased,” is a shimmering 
surface strung on the piano’s constant 
vibration. 

The Icelandic composer Anna 
Thorvaldsdottir grew up in the small 
town of Borgarnes, about twenty miles 
north of Reykjavik as the raven flies 
but, because of the terrain, well over 
an hour’s drive until the completion 
of the three-and-a-half-mile tunnel 
under the Hvalfjörður fjord in 1998. 
In spite of a population smaller than 
that of Oakland, California, Iceland 
has a vibrant musical life ranging from 
traditional to innovative pop music 
to avant-garde classical, but most 
of this activity is of course centered 
on Reykjavik. Iceland’s societal and 



geographical characteristics were 
formative elements in Thorvaldsdottir’s 
growth as a musician. Her family was 
musical; her mother and aunt taught 
music, and she was exposed to 
Icelandic traditional music as well as 
pop music from an early age. She fell 
in love with the cello and eventually 
studied the instrument in Reykjavik, 
where she began to experiment with 
composing, working with the English-
born composer John Speight. Two 
years after graduating, she began 
doctoral studies at the University 
of California, San Diego, working 
there with Rand Steiger. In a WQXR 
“Meet the Composer” talk with violist 
Nadia Sirota, Thorvaldsdottir speaks 
of composing as being “the deep 
passion that really I can’t escape, and I 
don’t want to escape.”

Thorvaldsdottir’s career is 
international; she was recognized with 
the major Nordic Council Music Prize, 
and received the Kravis Emerging 
Composer Award from the New York 
Philharmonic, which orchestra will 
perform her work Aeriality in 2017. 
That work was originally written on 

commission for the Iceland Symphony 
Orchestra, which premiered it under 
Ilan Volkov’s direction in 2011, and 
it was released on CD by Deutsche 
Grammophon. That orchestra 
also premiered and recorded her 
Dreaming. Her music has been 
performed by the Oslo Philharmonic, 
Ensemble Intercontemporain, CAPUT 
Ensemble, BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra, Either/Or Ensemble, 
and many others; the International 
Contemporary Ensemble (ICE), 
which premiered In the Light of Air in 
Reykjavik in May 2014, gave a Portrait 
Concert of Thorvaldsdottir’s work at 
the Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln 
Center in 2014 and another at the 
Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C., 
this past spring. ICE also recorded In 
the Light of Air for the Sono Luminus 
label.

There is a tonal foundation to most 
of Thorvaldsdottir’s music that 
suggests Medieval chant and early 
polyphony, elements of which remain 
strongly in Iceland’s folk and church 
music, but also present is a concern 
for elemental properties of sound, 
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regardless of original contexts. Her 
sense of temporal expansiveness, the 
raw impact of individual sonic events, 
and the balance of structural elegance 
with the spontaneity of virtuosity are 
the basis for one’s impressions of 
Thorvaldsdottir’s music. Expanding 
upon the physical nature of sound, she 
has also created new dimensions in 
her work via lighting and stage setups 
suggesting theater or ritual. Her scores 
are astonishingly detailed and specific, 
often belying the evident “wholeness” 
of an audible surface consisting of an 
accumulation of exacting actions.

Thorvaldsdottir calls In the Light of 
Air for harp, piano, percussion, viola, 
cello, and fixed electronics (plus an 
optional installation component) a 
“tetralogy of works that together form 
a structure of a single piece.” The four 
parts are “Luminance,” “Serenity,” 
“Existence,” and “Remembrance,” 
linked by short transitional passages. 
Unique-sounding metallic percussion 
instruments, called “Klakabönd,” 
were created for this piece by Svana 
Jósepsdóttir. In another highly 
personal connection, in the last 

movement the composer quotes 
music of a song written for her by her 
husband in 2000. The work’s scope 
allows for long-range immersion in 
slowly evolving pitch and harmonic 
realms, along with sharp focus on 
tiny moments of percussive sound, 
cello and viola harmonics and scratch 
tones, playing techniques involving 
special means (e.g., vibrating objects 
and superball mallet for the harp 
and piano), and other extended 
modes. As in most of her pieces, 
here Thorvaldsdottir often seeks to 
transform one sound via a series of 
small stages and changes to another, 
either within one instrumental part or 
by transferring that sound to another 
instrument, for example setting up 
correspondences between piano 
(played in-strings) and the harp, 
pitched and ringing sounds jumping 
from harp or piano to unpitched 
cymbal or tam-tam, bowing in viola 
and cello being transferred to piano 
via an “e-bow” resonating device, 
and so on. The transitions between 
movements are moments of repose 
rather than signaling radical shifts. The 
four parts, then, are less evidently in 
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opposition than in broad resonance 
and accord with one another, and 
even the dramatic surge in the middle 
of “Remembrance” feels like the 
spinning-off of accumulated energy. 
The continuous transformation of 
elements allows for the cyclic return 
of ideas in new contexts, like revisiting 
a landscape in the changing light of 
different seasons.

Tonight’s piano provided by Steinway 
& Sons, San Francisco

Want to volunteer?
Behind every successful nonprofit 
organization you’ll find a team of 
dedicated volunteers. If you would 
like to join our team of volunteers, 
please give us a ring at (415) 278-
9566 or email volunteer@sfcmp.org to 
discuss your interests and our available 
opportunities. 
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Submit Your Survey, Get 
a SFCMP Pen
We genuinely want to hear from you.
Please stop by the red table in the 
lobby, drop off your survey and pick 
up a SFCMP pen.

Want to sponsor a concert?
Gifts of $2,500 or more can be used to 
sponsor the performance of a specific 
piece. To discuss upcoming programs 
or to make a commemorative gift 
please contact Executive Director 
Lisa Oman at (415) 278-9566 or lisa@
sfcmp.org.



Composer Biographies
Joseph Pereira (1974), enjoys a 
multi-faceted career as a composer, 
timpanist/percussionist, and teacher. 
His work in all areas has been 
widely hailed for his creativity and 
virtuosity. As a composer, Pereira’s 
most recent commissions have come 
from Piano Spheres, for pianist Vicki 
Ray, percussionist Colin Currie, the 
Miro Quartet, the Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra, the Los Angeles Percussion 
Quartet, pianist Joanne Pearce 
Martin, and the Manhattan School 
of Music. In 2014 his piece Strophé, 
commissioned by Colin Currie and the 
Miro Quartet, received its European 
premiere in Hamburg, with the Pavel 
Haas Quartet and Colin Currie. In 
2013, his string trio Blur was selected 
as one of the winners of The American 
Composers Forum of Los Angeles 
(ACF-LA), and was premiered in Los 
Angeles. In 2012, the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic premiered his Percussion 
Concerto with soloist Colin Currie. The 
work was programmed the following 
season with Pereira as the soloist with 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic and 
Gustavo Dudamel, in Los Angeles 
and at London’s Barbican. Also in 

2012, his quartet for amplified double 
basses was premiered on the LA Phil’s 
chamber series. Pereira’s Violin Partita, 
performed by violinist Robert Gupta, 
was released by Yarlung Records 
and his piece for percussion quartet 
Repoussé, was recorded by the Los 
Angeles Percussion Quartet for Sono 
Luminus Recordings, which received 
three 2013 Grammy nominations.  In 
the summer of 2010, he conducted 
the premiere of his piece, …tied to the 
past, for seven percussionists at The 
Music Academy of the West in Santa 
Barbara. In 2007, his first orchestral 
piece, Mask, was selected by the 
American Composers Orchestra’s 
annual new music readings for top 
emerging composers. At the New 
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York Philharmonic, he conducted the 
premiere of his Quintet for Winds 
in 2005 on the Chamber Ensembles 
series at Merkin Concert Hall.  The 
New York Times said, “…it is a 
restless yet lucidly textured work with 
an astringent harmonic language.” 
In 2006, chief music critic Anthony 
Tommasini featured Pereira’s work as 
a composer and percussionist in The 
New York Times. Pereira’s percussion 
music is published by Bachovich Music 
Publications.

Joseph Pereira was appointed 
Principal Timpanist of the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic in 2007 by Esa-Pekka 
Salonen. He appeared as a soloist 
with the orchestra in William Kraft’s 
Timpani Concerto No. 1, the recording 
of which was released by Deutsche 
Grammophon on iTunes. He also 
regularly appears as a percussionist 
in the orchestra’s Green Umbrella 
series, where he has performed 
solo works and has premiered many 
new pieces. Previously he was 
the Assistant Principal Timpanist/
Section Percussionist of the New 
York Philharmonic from January 1998 

to September 2008. He currently 
runs the percussion studio at USC’s 
Thornton School of Music and was 
also on faculty at the Juilliard School 
from 2005-2013. Pereira received his 
master’s degree in percussion from 
the Juilliard School and a double 
bachelor’s degree in performance 
and composition/theory from Boston 
University.

Pereira has also performed with the 
New York Percussion Quartet, the New 
York New Music Ensemble, Alea III, 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the 
Robert Shaw Festival Singers, and the 
New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 
as principal timpanist. He can also be 
heard on Telarc, Teldec, and Deutsche 
Grammophon/iTunes recordings and 
has recently been part of recording the 
soundtracks to major motion pictures 
in Los Angeles. His custom line of 
timpani mallets are manufactured and 
sold by JG Percussion.
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Toru Takemitsu (1931-1996) was a 
self-taught Japanese composer who 
combined elements of Eastern and 
Western music and philosophy to 
create a unique sound world. Some of 
his early influences were the sonorities 
of Debussy, and Messiaen’s use of 
nature imagery and modal scales. 
There is a certain influence of Webern 
in Takemitsu’s use of silence, and Cage 
in his compositional philosophy, but 
his overall style is uniquely his own. 
Takemitsu believed in music as a 
means of ordering or contextualizing 
everyday sound in order to make it 
meaningful or comprehensible. His 
philosophy of “sound as life” lay 
behind his incorporation of natural 
sounds, as well as his desire to 
juxtapose and reconcile opposing 

elements such as Orient and Occident, 
sound and silence, and tradition and 
innovation. From the beginning, 
Takemitsu wrote highly experimental 
music involving improvisation, graphic 
notation, unusual combinations of 
instruments and recorded sounds. The 
result is music of great beauty and 
originality. It is usually slowly paced 
and quiet, but also capable of great 
intensity. The variety, quantity and 
consistency of Takemitsu’s output are 
remarkable considering that he never 
worked within any kind of conventional 
framework or genre. In addition to the 
several hundred independent works of 
music, he scored over ninety films and 
published twenty books.

Takemitsu had no important teachers, 
and his musical career really began 
with the formation of the Jikken 
Kobo (Experimental Workshop) 
to promote and perform mixed-
media art works. It was Stravinsky’s 
acclaim of the Requiem for strings 
in 1959 that launched Takemitsu’s 
international career. The next few 
years produced a wide variety of 
works including Takemitsu’s prolific 
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film work, and numerous new music 
concerts and festivals that culminated 
in 1967 with a commission for the 
125th anniversary of the New York 
Philharmonic. By this time, Takemitsu 
had begun using traditional Japanese 
instruments in his music. November 
Steps is one of his most successful 
combinations of Eastern and Western 
music; Takemitsu’s style was created 
from and rooted in both. Takemitsu’s 
international fame skyrocketed 
after this premiere, flooding him 
with commissions and honors that 
established him as one of the most 
influential Japanese composers of the 
century.

Anna Thorvaldsdottir frequently 
works with large sonic structures that 
tend to reveal the presence of a vast 
variety of sustained sound materials, 
reflecting her sense of imaginative 
listening to landscapes and nature. 
Her music tends to portray a flowing 
world of sounds with an enigmatic 
lyrical atmosphere.

Anna’s music is frequently performed 
internationally and has been featured 

at several major venues and music 
festivals such as Lincoln Center’s 
Mostly Mozart Festival in NYC, the 
Composer Portraits Series at NYC’s 
Miller Theatre, ISCM World Music 
Days, Nordic Music Days, Ultima 
Festival, Klangspuren Festival, Beijing 
Modern Music Festival, Reykjavik Arts 
Festival, Tectonics, and the Kennedy 
Center in Washington DC. Her works 
have been nominated and awarded 
on many occasions—most notably, 
Anna is the recipient of the prestigious 
Nordic Council Music Prize 2012 for 
her work Dreaming, and The New 
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York Philharmonic’s Kravis Emerging 
Composer Award.

Some of the orchestras and ensembles 
that have performed Anna’s work 
and will feature her work in the 
near future include International 
Contemporary Ensemble (ICE), 
BIT20, the Los Angeles Percussion 
Quartet, the Oslo Philharmonic, the 
Iceland Symphony Orchestra, Yarn/
Wire, The Crossing, LA Philharmonic, 
Ensemble Intercontemporain, the San 
Francisco Chamber Players, the Aarhus 
Symphony Orchestra, BBC Scottish 
Symphony Orchestra, Musiques 
Nouvelles, the NDR Symphony 
Orchestra, the CAPUT Ensemble, 
Guangzhou Symphony Orchestra, and 
Either/Or Ensemble. In May 2017, 
Alan Gilbert will lead the New York 
Philharmonic in Anna’s work Aeriality, 
part of Gilbert’s final season as Music 
Director.

Anna holds a PhD from the University 
of California in San Diego.

Anna’s debut portrait album Rhízōma 
was released in October 2011 

through Innova Recordings. It was 
very well received and appeared on a 
number of “Best of 2011” lists, e.g., 
at TimeOut New York and TimeOut 
Chicago.

Anna’s portrait album - Aerial - was 
released by Deutsche Grammophon 
in November 2014 and appeared on 
a number of year end lists, e.g., at 
New Yorker Magazine, Boston Globe, 
iTunes Classical, and WQXR’s Q2.
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A recipient of the Rome Prize and 
the Berlin Prize, Ken Ueno, is a 
composer/vocalist/sound artist who 
is currently an Associate Professor 
at UC Berkeley. Ensembles and 
performers who have played Ken’s 
music include Kim Kashkashian and 
Robyn Schulkowsky, Mayumi Miyata, 
Teodoro Anzellotti, Aki Takahashi, 
Wendy Richman, Greg Oakes, BMOP, 
Alarm Will Sound, Steve Schick and 
the San Francisco Contemporary 
Music Players, the Nieuw Ensemble, 
and Frances-Marie Uitti. His music has 

been performed at such venues as 
Lincoln Center, the Kennedy Center, 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
MusikTriennale Köln Festival, the 
Muziekgebouw, Ars Musica, Warsaw 
Autumn, Other Minds, the Hopkins 
Center, Spoleto USA, Steim, and at the 
Norfolk Music Festival. Ken’s piece for 
the Hilliard Ensemble, Shiroi Ishi, was 
featured in their repertoire for over 
ten years, with performances at such 
venues as Queen Elizabeth Hall in 
England and the Vienna Konzerthaus. 
The piece was also aired on Italian 
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In the Light of Air was released 
by Sono Luminus in August 2015, 
performed by ICE and appeared on 
a number of year end lists, e.g., at 
the New York Times,The New Yorker, 
Boston Globe, NPR Classical, and 
Chicago Reader.

When not engaged in music-related 
activities, Anna may be found doing 
yoga or walking in nature, seeking 
inspiration for music and life. Anna is 
married to Hrafn Ásgeirsson, PhD in 
philosophy, avant-garde saxophone 
player and recreational photographer.



national radio, RAI 3. Another work, 
Pharmakon, was performed dozens of 
times nationally by Eighth Blackbird 
during their 2001-2003 seasons. A 
portrait concert of Ken’s was featured 
on MaerzMusik in Berlin in 2011. In 
2012, he was a featured artist on 
Other Minds 17. In 2014, Frances-
Marie Uitti and the Boston Modern 
Orchestra premiered his concerto 
for two-bow cello and orchestra, and 
Guerilla Opera premiered a run of 
his chamber opera, Gallo, to critical 
acclaim. He has performed as soloist 
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in his vocal concerto with the Boston 
Modern Orchestra Project in New York 
and Boston, the Warsaw Philharmonic, 
the Lithuanian National Symphony, 
the Thailand Philharmonic Orchestra, 
and with orchestras in North Carolina 
and California. Ken holds a Ph.D. from 
Harvard University. A monograph 
CD of three orchestral concertos was 
released on the Bmop/sound label. His 
bio appears in The Grove Dictionary of 
American Music.
kenueno.com



Percussionist, conductor, and author 
Steven Schick was born in Iowa 
and raised in a farming family. For 
forty years he has championed 
contemporary music by commissioning 
or premiering more than one hundred-
fifty new works. He was the founding 
percussionist of the Bang on a Can 
All-Stars (1992-2002) and served 
as Artistic Director of the Centre 
International de Percussion de Genève 
(2000-2005). Schick is founder and 
Artistic Director of the percussion 
group, “red fish blue fish”. Currently 
he is Music Director of the La Jolla 
Symphony and Chorus in addition to 
serving as SFCMP’s Artistic Director. 
In 2012 he became the first Artist-
in-Residence with the International 
Contemporary Ensemble (ICE). Schick 
founded and is currently Artistic 
Director of “Roots and Rhizomes,” 
a summer course on contemporary 
percussion music held at the Banff 
Centre for the Arts. He maintains a 
lively schedule of guest conducting 
including appearances in this season 
with the BBC Scottish Symphony 
Orchestra, the Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra, the Nova Chamber 

Steven Schick, Artistic Director
Ensemble and the Asko/Schönberg 
Ensemble. Schick will be music 
director of the 2015 Ojai Festival. 
Among his acclaimed publications 
are a book, “The Percussionist’s Art: 
Same Bed, Different Dreams,” and 
numerous recordings of contemporary 
percussion music including a 3 CD 
set of the complete percussion music 
of Iannis Xenakis (Mode). Mode 
released a companion recording on 
DVD of the early percussion music of 
Karlheinz Stockhausen in September 
of 2014. Steven Schick is Distinguished 
Professor of Music at the University 
of California, San Diego and he was 
named Artistic Director of SFCMP in 
2011.

Reed Family Presidential Chair in 
    Music, University of California, San 
    Diego

Music Director, La Jolla Symphony and 
    Chorus

Co-Artistic Director, Banff Centre’s 
    Summer Music Program

Artistic Director, San Francisco 
    Contemporary Music Players
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Claire Brazeau joined the Los Angeles 
Chamber Orchestra in 2014.  This 
season marks her solo debuts with 
the Redlands Symphony Orchestra 
and the Culver City Symphony. As a 
member of new music ensemble, Le 
Train Bleu, she has been a featured 
soloist in concerts at Bravo! Vail Music 
Festival in Colorado and in New York 
City. In 2015 she joined the Santa 
Barbara Chamber Orchestra.  Claire 
is a co-founding member of cLAw, a 
new music woodwind quintet, as well 
as the newly-formed conductorless 
Kaleidoscope Chamber Orchestra.  An 
active freelancer, she has performed 
with the Pacific Symphony, Santa 
Barbara Symphony, Pasadena 
Symphony, California Philharmonic, 
Long Beach Opera, and the Los 
Angeles Bach Festival.  On the East 
Coast, Claire has performed with the 
American Symphony Orchestra, Da 
Capo Chamber Players, Berkshire 
Bach Society, and the Commonwealth 
Opera Company.  Her festival 
appearances include the Lucerne 
Festival Academy, Yale School of 
Music Norfolk Chamber Music Festival, 
Aspen, the New York String Orchestra 

Performer Biographies
Seminar, and the Pierre Monteux 
School. 

Tod Brody (flute) is principal flutist 
with SFCMP, as well as local new 
music groups Earplay, Eco Ensemble, 
and the Empyrean Ensemble, with 
an extensive career that has included 
performances of numerous world 
premieres and many recordings. 
He is also principal flutist of the San 
Francisco Chamber Orchestra, the 
Sacramento Opera, and the California 
Musical Theater, and makes frequent 
appearances with the San Francisco 
Opera and San Francisco Ballet 
orchestras, and in other chamber and 
orchestral settings throughout the 
region. Active as an instructor, Tod 
teaches flute and chamber music at 
the University of California, Davis. 
He is Executive Director of Opera 
Parallèle, which presents 20th- and 
21st-century operas in San Francisco. 
He has been a member of SFCMP 
since 2001. 

Oboist Kyle Bruckmann’s work as a 
composer and performer spans from 
the Western classical tradition into 
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the frontiers of free jazz, electronic 
music and post-punk. With more 
than 60 recordings and a striking 
array of performance affiliations 
to his credit (Quinteto Latino, the 
Stockton Symphony, sfSound, Eco 
Ensemble, Ensemble Parallèle, the 
San Francisco Symphony, and others) 
he has been acclaimed as “a modern 
day renaissance musician,” and “a 
seasoned improviser with impressive 
extended technique and peculiar 
artistic flair.” Before relocating to the 
Bay Area in 2003, Kyle was a fixture 
in Chicago’s experimental music 
underground, collaborating regularly 
with electroacoustic duo EKG, the 
”noise-rock monstrosity” Lozenge, 
and the Creative Music quintet Wrack 
(recipient of a 2012 Chamber Music 
America New Jazz Works grant). 
Bruckmann earned undergraduate 
degrees in music and psychology at 
Rice University, studying oboe with 
Robert Atherholt, serving as music 
director of campus radio station KTRU, 
and achieving academic distinction 
as a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He 
completed his masters degree in 
1996 at the University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, where he studied oboe 
performance with Harry Sargous and 
contemporary improvisation with Ed 
Sarath. Kyle joined SFCMP in 2012.

Hailed as a “brilliant pianist” (Financial 
Times), Kate Campbell performs 
frequently as a soloist and chamber 
musician specializing in 20th- and 21st-
century music, and is at home with 
styles ranging from thorny modernism, 
to “sleek and spirited” minimalism, to 
indie classical. In addition to her work 
with SFCMP, Kate is the co-founder 
and pianist of the interdisciplinary duo 
KATES, which intertwines new solo 
piano music with new dance. The duo 
has been featured at NYSoundCircuit, 
Dance Conversations Festival at the 
Flea Theater in New York, and Omaha 
Under the Radar. As the pianist in the 
contemporary ensemble REDSHIFT, 
this year she will continue a guest artist 
residency at California State University 
East Bay, premiering works by faculty 
and student composers.  Having 
recently relocated to the Bay Area, 
current freelance projects include 
performances with New Keys, Hot Air, 
the Garrett+Moulton Dance Company, 
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and Switchboard Music Festival. She 
is also proud to be on the team of 
organizers for Omaha Under the Radar 
Festival, featuring new music, dance, 
and theater in her hometown. She can 
be heard on New Amsterdam Records.
www.katecampbellpiano.com 

Susan Freier (violin) is known in the 
Bay Area beyond her SFCMP affiliation 
as a member of the passionate and 
provocative Ives Quartet (formerly 
the Stanford String Quartet), of 
which her husband SFCMP cellist 
Stephen Harrison is also a member. 
After earning a degree in music and 
biology at Stanford, Susan entered 
the Eastman School of Music where 
she co-founded the widely acclaimed 
Chester String Quartet. She has been 
a participant at the Aspen, Grand 
Teton and Newport Music Festivals, 
and has performed on NPR, the BBC 
and German State Radio. Formerly 
an artist-faculty member at the Pacific 
Music Festival, Music in the Mountains 
at Steamboat Springs and the Rocky 
Ridge Music Center, Susan is currently 
on the artist faculty of the Schlern 
International Music Festival in Italy 

and the San Diego Chamber Music 
Workshop.  Her recordings are on the 
Newport Classics, Stolat, Pantheon, 
Laurel, Music and Arts, and CRI labels. 
She joined SFCMP in 1993.

Karen Gottlieb has performed 
with the San Francisco Symphony 
as second harpist for more than 25 
years. She performed extensively with 
them on their USA, European and 
Asian tours as well as on their many 
Grammy award–winning recordings 
and DVDs.  For 20 years she served 
as principal harpist with the California 
Symphony and also as a member of 
the SF Symphony- ‘AIM’ ensembles 
including 4 Sounds, Strings & Things, 
THAT! Group and Silver & Gold, 
Plus. She is the harpist for the San 
Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players & Opera Parallèle and appears 
regularly with other new music groups 
such as Earplay, Empyrean &  Left 
Coast Ensembles. She has recorded 
multiple major film, TV and video 
game soundtracks with the Skywalker 
Recording Symphony orchestra and 
subbed with both San Francisco Opera 
& Ballet orchestras. Ms. Gottlieb 
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received her bachelor’s degree from 
University of Washington, Seattle and 
her master’s degree in Performance 
from the Cleveland Institute of 
Music. She teaches harp at SF State 
University, Mills College and privately.  
As a certified harp technician for Lyon 
& Healy and Salvi Harps, Ms. Gottlieb 
maintains and repairs harps locally, on 
the west coast and Mexico.  She is an 
avid traveller, gardener and cook. She 
joined SFCMP in 1990.
www.kgharp.com

A very active cellist in the Bay Area 
and beyond, Stephen Harrison 
(cello) is a founding member (with 
his wife, Susan Freier) of the Ives 
Quartet (formerly known as Stanford 
String Quartet) and a member of the 
faculty at Stanford University. Formerly 
principal cellist of the Chamber 
Symphony of San Francisco, the Opera 
Company of Boston, and the New 
England Chamber Orchestra, Harrison 
has performed on National Public 
Radio, the BBC, and on both German 
State Radio and the Netherlands 
State Radio. Stephen has toured 
internationally and recorded on the 

Delos, CRI, New Albion and Newport 
Classics labels. Harrison has been on 
the faculty of the Pacific Music Festival 
and is currently an artist/faculty 
member of the Rocky Ridge Music 
Center. Most recently he has served 
as principal cellist of the Mendocino 
Music Festival, coached at the San 
Diego Chamber Music Workshop 
and performed at the Telluride 
Chamber Music Festival. He earned 
his degrees at Oberlin College and 
Boston University, where he received 
the Award for Distinction in Graduate 
Performance. He joined SFCMP in 
1984.

Peter Josheff (clarinet), a founding 
member of Sonic Harvest and Earplay, 
is also a member of the Empyrean 
Ensemble, the Eco Ensemble, and 
the Paul Dresher Ensemble. He has 
toured with Melody of China, and 
has performed on many recordings, 
concert series and festivals, both 
nationally and internationally. A 
prolific composer, he has been locally 
commissioned, premiered, and 
recorded by groups including the 
Bernal Hill Players, Sonic Harvest, 
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San Francisco Cabaret Opera, the 
Empyrean Ensemble, and Earplay. 
Peter has worked extensively with 
young composers, bringing his 
perspective as a composer/clarinetist 
to graduate and undergraduate 
students at UC Berkeley and UC Davis, 
Stanford University, San Francisco 
State University, and Sacramento 
State University, as well as for 
the American Composers Forum 
Composer in the Schools Program. 
His workshop, Clarinet for Composers, 
has been presented at the UC Davis 
Clarinet Festival and at an American 
Composers Forum seminar in San 
Francisco. Peter joined SFCMP in 
2012.

Clarinetist Bill Kalinkos enjoys a 
diverse musical career as a member 
of critically acclaimed groups such 
as Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble 
Signal, Deviant Septet, San Francisco 
Contemporary Music Players, Eco 
Ensemble, and Splinter Reeds. 
Recognized by the Washington 
Post as a “notable contemporary 
music specialist,” he has been 
fortunate enough to work with and 

premiere pieces by many renowned 
composers. As an orchestral player, 
Bill is the principal clarinetist of 
the Oakland East Bay Symphony, a 
member of both IRIS Orchestra and 
the New Hampshire Music Festival 
Orchestra, and he has performed 
with the Philadelphia Orchestra and 
the Cleveland Orchestra.  Prior to 
his appointment as Visiting Assistant 
Professor of Clarinet at the University 
of Missouri - Columbia for 2014-
15, Bill served on the faculty of the 
University of California at Santa Cruz 
and Berkeley. As a recording artist, 
he can be heard on the Cantaloupe, 
Nonesuch, Euroarts, Naxos, Mode, 
Orange Mountain, Albany Records, 
and Deutsche Gramophon labels. Bill 
joined SFCMP in 2012.

Loren Mach (percussionist) is 
passionate about 21st-century music. 
A graduate of the Oberlin and 
Cincinnati Conservatories, he has 
premiered countless solo, chamber, 
and orchestral works. He teaches at 
the University of California, Berkeley 
and is principal percussionist of eco 
ensemble, principal timpanist of San 
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Francisco Chamber Orchestra, and 
co-founder of Rootstock Percussion. 
Mach often performs with the San 
Francisco Symphony and other local 
orchestras, but he prefers more 
intimate projects with groups like 
Empyrean, Left Coast Chamber 
Ensemble, Opera Parallel, Earplay, and 
sfSound. In recent summers he has 
performed at the Ojai Music Festival, 
the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary 
Music, and Music in the Mountains. 
Mach was awarded a 2011 Investing 
in Artists grant from the Center for 
Cultural Innovation. He appeared in 
two full-length concerts at the 2014 
Venice Biennale with eco ensemble, 
including a special performance of 
Nagoya Marimbas for Golden Lion 
lifetime achievement honoree, Steve 
Reich. Mach’s other passions involve 
our fundamental relationship to food 
as a form of communion with others 
and our interconnectedness with the 
natural world around us. An avid hiker, 
climber and cyclist, he cherishes time 
spent outside as an integral part of 
being alive.

Thalia Moore has been Associate 
Principal Cellist of the San Francisco 
Opera Orchestra since 1982 and a 
member of the cello section in the 
San Francisco Ballet Orchestra since 
1989. She has continued to concertize 
extensively, appearing as soloist at 
Avery Fisher Hall (Lincoln Center), 
Carnegie Recital Hall, Kennedy Center 
Terrace Theater, Herbst Theater 
(San Francisco), and San Francisco 
Legion of Honor, among others. She 
has performed as guest artist at the 
Olympic Music Festival (Seattle), the 
Grand Teton Music Festival, Festival 
Mozaic in San Luis Obispo (baroque 
cello), and the Music in the Vineyards 
Chamber Music Festival. In 1991, Ms. 
Moore appeared in the last episode 
of the TV series Midnight Caller, and 
in 1993 was featured as soloist with 
the San Francisco Chamber Symphony 
under the direction of Roger 
Norrington. In 1996, she performed 
one of the first Bay Area performances 
of the composer’s version of 
Tchaikovsky’s Rococo Variations with 
the San Francisco Chamber Orchestra. 
In 1998, she was named a Cowles 
Visiting Artist at Grinnell College, 
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Iowa, and in 1999 and 2001 won 
election to the Board of Governors of 
the National Academy of Recording 
Arts and Sciences.

Crystal Pascucci is a cellist, composer 
and improviser. An active performer in 
the Bay Area, she has recently performed 
the work of Roscoe Mitchell at Yoshi’s 
Jazz Club in Oakland, as a featured 
solo performer at both the NextNow 
Music Series and the Light A Fire Music 
Series, at the SIMM Series (duo with 
Eric Glick Rieman), the graphic-score 
work of Christina Stanley at the 11th 
Annual Outsound Summit New Music 
Festival, and at the 11th Annual Transbay 
Skronathon with Matt Davignon — 
performances  with Aaron Bennett’s 
Electro-Magnetic Trans-Personal 
Orchestra, Oakland Active Orchestra, the 
work of Polly Moller at the Soundwave 
Festival, with Opera Wolf as guest artists 
for the New Music Works: CAGE 950, 
John Cage 100th Birthday Celebration 
and more. Crystal is a co-founding 
member of the Oakland Composer’s 
Union and performing with renowned 
clarinetist, Rachel Condry, in the improv 
duo, Chocolate for Breakfast.

 David Tanenbaum has performed 
as a solo guitarist throughout the 
US, Canada, Mexico, Europe, Asia, 
and Australia. Solo performances 
over the course of his career 
have included the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, San Francisco 
Symphony, Minnesota Orchestra, 
London Sinfonietta, Vienna’s ORF 
orchestra, and elsewhere, under the 
baton of such eminent conductors 
as Esa-Pekka Salonen, Kent Nagano 
and John Adams. Many of our 
most distinguished and interesting 
composers have written solos for 
David, including Hans Werner 
Henze’s guitar concerto An Eine 
Äolsharfe, Terry Riley’s first guitar 
piece Ascención, four works by Aaron 
Jay Kernis, and the last completed 
work by Lou Harrison. Tanenbaum has 
toured extensively with Steve Reich 
and Musicians, in Japan withToru 
Takemitsu, and has had a long 
association with Ensemble Modern. 
He is currently recording the complete 
guitar works of Sofia Gubaidulina for 
Naxos. Chair of the San Francisco 
Conservatory’s Guitar department, 
David joined SFCMP in 2008.
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In addition to his work with the San 
Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players, percussionist Nick Woodbury 
performs with and co-directs Mantra 
Percussion – a group dedicated to 
large-scale projects that redefine the 
traditional classical music concert 
format. Woodbury has appeared 
alongside the Bang on a Can All-Stars, 
with the Ensemble Modern Akademie, 
and Eco Ensemble. His work with 
contemporary music includes 
premiering new works by George 
Crumb, John Luther Adams, Michael 
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Gordon and many others. Woodbury 
has appeared at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music, Apple Store at 
Lincoln Center, Kresge Auditorium 
at MIT, New Music New College, 
Symphony Space in Manhattan, 
Carlsbad New Music Festival, 
Bowling Green New Music Festival, 
Percussive Arts Society International 
Convention, X Avant Festival in 
Toronto, Vancouver New Music and 
the Festival Internacional de Inverno 
de Campos do Jordão in Brazil. Nick 
joined SFCMP in 2015.



Thank you Larry Ragent

Larry leaves us after an astonishing 35-year career as the horn player in 
the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players.

Lawrence Ragent (French horn) is a member of the San Francisco Opera 
Orchestra and has been locally affiliated with the San Francisco Symphony, 
the San Francisco Ballet Orchestra, Sinfonia San Francisco and the Pro Arte 
Chamber Orchestra. His performances on the Baroque horn have been with 
American Bach Soloists, Philharmonia Baroque, Magnificat ,and the Trinity 
Consort. An honors graduate of the New England Conservatory, he taught at 
Brown University and performed with the New England Ragtime Ensemble 
and the Boston Symphony before returning to his native California. Currently, 
Lawrence is on the faculty of Stanford University, where he is also a member of 
the Stanford Woodwind Quintet. He joined SFCMP in 1981.
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Artistic Director’s Circle ($10,000 + )
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
George H. Bosworth
Clarence E. Heller Charitable 
Foundation
Susan and Harry Hartzell
Erik Neuenschwander and Sonya 
     Chang
C. Michael Richards
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

Players’ Circle ($5,000-$9,999)
The Aaron Copland Fund for Music
The Bernard Osher Foundation
Jerome and Linda Elkind
Dianne Ellsworth

Producers’ Circle ($2,500-$4,999)
Eunice Childs
Margot Golding and Michael Powers
Mark and Sharon Gottlieb
Melanie Johnson
Steven and Brenda Schick

Friends of SFCMP

Founders’ Circle ($1,000-$2,499)
Claire and Kendall Allphin
Mark Applebaum and Joan Friedman
Anne and Robert Baldwin
Donald Blais
Karen Gottlieb
Lois Gottlieb
Lorraine Honig
Mary Lorey
Michael McGinley
Ross McKee Foundation
Gene Nakajima and Howard Rubin
Richard and Patricia Taylor Lee

Guest Artists’ Circle ($500-$999)
Sweta Arora
Paul Asplund
Timothy L. Bridge
Lawrence Daressa
Patti Noel Deuter
Jean and George Dowdall
James C. Hormel
Kit Sharma and Wei Tsai
Lubert and Andrea Stryer
Ken Ueno

San Francisco Contemporary Music Players gratefully acknowledges the 
following supporters who have made donations between December 31, 2014 
to the present. We apologize for any errors or omissions; for corrections please 
contact info@sfcmp.org.
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Sponsor ($200-$499)
JoAnn and Jack Bertges
Thomas and Nancy Fiene
Adam Frey
Paul R. Griffin
Stephen Harrison and Susan Freier
Jill Hunter Matichak
Bud and Fran Johns
Robert Kirzinger
Jim Newman
Suzanne Pfeffer
Tim Savinar and Patricia Unterman
Lee Sevey
Robert Warnock

Supporter ($100-$199)
Tonia and Kenneth Baker
Charles Boone and Josefa Vaughan
Tod Brody
John and Mary Caris
Ruth A. Felt
John Gilbert
Barbara Imbrie
Gerald Klein
Maureen Knoll
Thomas Koster
Toby and Jerry Levine
Herbert and Claire Lindenberger
Seth Meisler
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Lisa Oman
Laurie San Martin and Sam Nichols
James Simmons
Patricia Skillman

Patron ($50-$99)
Jonathan Ballard
James Bovee
Elsa Cheng
Paul and Celia Concus
Dexter and Jean Dawes
Diana Goldstein
Lauren Hallinan
John W. Hillyer
Leslie Morelli
Edward Oberholtzer and Karen A. Wolf
John Richardson
Laura Simpson
Zacharia and Susan Spellman
David Tanenbaum
Patrick Woodbury
Donald and Ethel Worn

Major In-kind Supporters
Cooper White & Cooper, LLP
Hung Liu
Donald Blais
Ken Ueno
Terry McKelvey
Susan and Harry Hartzell
Jerry and Linda Elkind
Ridge Winery
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Our season wouldn’t be possible 
without the support of the many 
generous individual contributors, 
ticket buyers and season subscribers 
in addition to the following 
foundations and agencies who have 
been recent and long-term partners.

Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

Clarence E. Heller Foundation

James Irvine Foundation

National Endowment for the Arts

Phyllis C. Wattis Foundation

San Francisco Grants for the Arts

The Aaron Copland Fund for Music, Inc.

The Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia 
University

The Amphion Foundation

The Bernard Osher Foundation

The Ross McKee Foundation

William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

Wells Fargo Foundation

Zellerbach Family Foundation



This evening’s program is dedicated to the memory a long-time friend and 
supporter of the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players. Charles Michael 
Richards (April 17, 1940 - July 3, 2015).

In Memoriam
C. M. Richards

A former subscriber, Harold Wollack, left the first bequest to help underwrite the 
ensemble’s concerts and programs.

v

More recently, the ensemble has received a generous bequest from the estates
of C. Michael Richards and George Bosworth.

v

Your bequest to the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players Legacy Circle 
will ensure the future of our music for lifetimes ahead. We thank the following 

individuals, who have arranged bequests to help support the ensemble’s future 
work:

Anne Baldwin
Donald Blais

George Bosworth*
Priscilla Brown

Eunice Childs, in memory of Alfred W.Childs

The Harold Wollack
Legacy Circle
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Adam L. Frey
Margot Golding
Paul R. Griffin

Dr. Claire Harrison*
Susan & Harry Hartzell

Jacqueline Hoefer*
Ruth Caron Jacobs*
Roy C. (Bud) Johns

Renate Kay*
Jane LeRoux

Jean-Louis LeRoux*
Terry McKelvey
A.Robin Orden

C. Michael Richards*
Victor and Esta Wolfram

Harold Wollack*
*deceased

v

To leave your own legacy gift to the ensemble, please contact
Lisa Oman, Executive Director (415) 278-9566 or lisa@sfcmp.org
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Leadership and Staff
Board of Directors
Donald Blais, President
Kit Sharma, Vice President
Jerome Elkind, Treasurer
Dianne Ellsworth, Secretary
Margot Golding
Karen Gottlieb
Melanie Johnson
Stephen Harrison
Susan Hartzell
Ken Ueno
Erik Neuenschwander
Kate Campbell
Steve Horowitz

Board Presidents
Richard Diebold Lee 
    (2009-2013)
Susan Hartzell (2005-2009)
Anne Baldwin (2002-2005)
Roy C. (Bud) Johns (2000-2001)
T. William Melis (1996-2000)
Paul R. Griffin (1986-1996)
Jane Roos (1978-1986) 

Founding Directors
Charles Boone
Marcella DeCray
Jean-Louis LeRoux

Honorary Committee
John Adams
Ruth Felt
Patricia Lee
Pamela Rosenberg
Donald Runnicles
Helgi Tomasson

Advisory Council
Anne Baldwin
Timothy Bridge
Tod Brody
Caroline Crawford
Didier de Fontaine
Paul Griffin
Roy C. (Bud) Johns
Richard Diebold Lee
Jane Roos LeRoux
Jean-Louis LeRoux
Terry McKelvey, SFCMP 
    Investment Officer
T. William Melis
Gene Nakajima, SFCMP Artistic 
    Planning Committee
Olly Wilson
William Wohlmacher

Past Artistic Directors
David Milnes (2002-2009)
Jean-Louis LeRoux (2001-2002)
Donald Palma (1998-2000)
Stephen L. Mosko (1988-1997)
Jean-Louis LeRoux (1974-1988)
Charles Boone (1971-1974)

Past Executive Directors
Rozella Kennedy (2012-2015)
Carrie Blanding (2010-2012)
Christopher Honett (2009-2010)
Adam Frey (1991-2009)
Susan Munn (1988-1991)
Marcella DeCray (1974-1988)

Current Team
Steven Schick, Artistic Director
Lisa Oman, Executive Director
Cheryl Steets, Marketing and 
Communications Director
Amadeus Regucera, Artistic 
    Production Director
John Jaworski, Production 
    Assistant

Business Partners
Adam Fong, Center for New 
    Music, Production Consultant
Robert Shumaker, Audio 
    Recording
James Frazier, Audio Recording
Lenny Gonzalez, Videography
Tim Trunks, SF War Memorial, 
    Lighting
Jeremy Wagner, Electronics
Robert Kirzinger, Program 
    Notes
Gary Preiser and Pamela 
    Sanchez, Accounting

Thank you Volunteers
Aaron Gervais, Volunteer 
    Committee Member
Russ Irwin, Volunteer 
    Committee Member

Thank you to the many 
volunteers who helped with 
tonight’s performance!
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The San Francisco Contemporary Music Players is one of the longest-standing 
new music ensembles in the nation. Through performances, collaborations, and 
education activities we give people opportunities to discover music that is new 
to them—and ways to use those experiences to better understand and enjoy life 
and our world. We are devoted to 20th- and 21st-century repertoire because—
as with all art—our collective societal imagination requires the stimulation of the 
new. Across cultures and stylistic constraints, composers today are creating a 
vast and vital 21st-century musical language. We want to share it with as many 
people as possible, both inside and outside the traditional concert setting. Our 
ensemble features the Bay Area’s leading musicians devoted to exploring new 
music. In the course of 45 years we’ve performed more than 1,200 new works 
by more than 550 composers, including music commissioned from renowned 
and emerging artists alike. Through our community partnerships and education 
programs we are committed to helping our audiences explore the music of the 
future.

About SFCMP
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Artist Hung Liu’s Dirge (2002)

Limited edition series of 45 prints
Price: $1,400 plus tax

All proceeds benefit the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players.
Each archival pigment print is 18 inches square, presented in an 
attractive portfolio that includes a musical excerpt chosen by the artist 
and a poem by Richard Lang.

Prints may be ordered by emailing Executive Director, Lisa Oman at
lisa@sfcmp.org, or by phone (415) 278-9566.



sfcmp.org


